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ABSTRACT

Mammography is the first tool in breast cancer diagnosis. Its contrast relies on the difference of X-Ray attenuation
in healthy and diseased tissues, which is quite limited. This leads to frequent false-positive or inconclusive
results and requires further testing. X-Ray Diffraction provides information about molecular structure and can
differentiate between healthy and cancerous breast tissues. It can thus be used in synergy with existing imaging
methods to provide complementary diagnosis-relevant insight.
We present a novel geometry of such an imaging system and its validation on a breast phantom composed of
olive oil and beef muscle, imitating respectively the molecular structure of healthy and cancerous breast tissue.
Our system combines energy-dispersive and angle-dispersive X-Ray diffraction by means of an energy-resolved
CdZnTe detector and a multi-slit collimation in order to achieve depth-resolved imaging.
The position of the tube with beef muscle inside the oil was varied in this experiment. The obtained results are
satisfactory regarding the estimated position of the tube which is very promising for future ex-vivo experiments on
human breast tissue samples. Further investigations are carried out on dose reduction and reliable classification
algorithms in order to prepare this method for clinical applications.

Keywords: Energy-dispersive X-Ray diffraction, Angle-dispersive X-Ray diffraction, X-Ray coherent scatter
imaging, breast cancer diagnosis, tissue characterization, spectral imaging, CdZnTe detectors.

1. INTRODUCTION

Mammography is the most used tool in breast cancer screening and diagnosis. It is fast (less than 15 minutes for
the whole procedure) and has excellent spatial resolution (< 100µm). Its source of contrast is the difference of
X-Ray attenuation coefficients in different types of tissue: micro-calcifications and tumors appear brighter than
healthy tissue. However, the difference of X-Ray attenuation in healthy and pathological breast tissue is rather
small1,2 and in some cases, may be insufficient for correct diagnosis.
X-Ray diffraction carries information about molecular structure and provides better contrast between healthy
and cancerous breast tissue than attenuation-based techniques.3 In 2017, Moss et al. demonstrated on breast
tissue samples the correlation between the anatomopathological analysis, the golden standard in breast tissue
diagnosis, and the data obtained by X-Ray diffraction.4 It can thus be used as a complementary technique for
breast cancer diagnosis or as a tool for surgical margin control in breast surgery.5–9

We present the results obtained with a novel geometry which combines energy- and angle-dispersive diffraction.
We used a multi-slit secondary collimator for multi-angle selection and a CdZnTe energy-resolved pixelated
detector. The diffracted spectra Sdiff were measured for different pixels p and energies E on a breast phantom
made of olive oil and a tube containing beef muscle, imitating healthy and cancerous breast tissue respectively.
The measurements were reconstructed in order to assess the form factors F (z, χ) for different positions z and
momentum transfers χ. These form factors reflect the molecular structure and show the difference between oil
and muscle. The measurements were realized for different positions of the tube with muscle inside the phantom
in order to estimate the system’s accuracy regarding spatial resolution.
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2. METHODS

The goal of our experiment is to estimate the form factor F (z, χ) of our phantom, z being the position along the
beam axis, and χ the momentum transfer. Its definition is derived from Bragg’s law :

χ =
E

hc
sin(θ/2) =

1

2d
(1)

where E is the energy in keV, hc = 1.24 keV.nm is the product of the Planck’s constant and of the value of
light speed in vacuum, θ is the angle between incident and diffracted photon directions and d is the spacing
between diffraction planes, used in crystallography. Unlike sharp diffraction peaks observed in crystallography,
amorphous materials present a continuous distribution, called form factor, noted F hereafter.
In this section, we detail our acquisition setup and protocol, which yields diffraction spectra Sdiff (p,E) depending
on detector pixels p and energy channels E. We briefly describe the model which links Sdiff (p,E) to F (z, χ)
and the method we use estimate the form factor from diffraction spectra.

2.1 Acquisition setup

Our reconstruction process requires both transmission and diffraction measurements. They were acquired sepa-
rately as the spatial configuration of our experimental bench does not allow simultaneous acquisition, but it will
be considered in the future.
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Figure 1: Experimental setup: system geometry (not to scale) for diffraction measurements. The letters above
the phantom indicate possible positions of the tube inside the oil container.

2.1.1 Scatter acquisition

The experimental setup is shown schematically on figure 1. The tungsten-anode X-Ray tube was operated at
160 kV and 18.75 mA during 10 minutes. The beam was collimated with two slits into a 2 mm x 0.3 mm (x, y)
pencil beam before reaching the sample.
The measurements were realized with our in-house energy-resolved detector Imadif.10 It is composed of 24 rows
and 8 columns (along y and x directions respectively) on a 660 mm2 area. For the purposes of our experiment
we used only row-wise pixels, the signal received column-wise was summed after angular correction.
Diffracted X-Rays were collimated using a multi-slit collimator designed by our team.11 It is made of tungsten
and has 7 slits with different angular opening aiming at different positions along z-axis, as can be seen on figure
2. The colored areas show, how the position of the object along z is translated into pixel position. Each color
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Figure 2: Scaled representation of the z positions seen by each slit. Below z-axis are shown the z-projections of
the intersection between the field of view of each slit and the phantom volume illuminated by the X-Rays (gray
area).

corresponds to one slit. z positions ”seen” through different splits overlap slightly to cover the whole object area
without gaps.
Calibration is required in order to learn the exact relation between z positions, pixels and diffraction angles. For
this purpose we used a 3mm-thick aluminum plate. It was translated along z by 3 mm steps and diffraction
spectra were acquired for each position. We used the aluminum diffraction peak corresponding to χ = 2.14 nm−1:
for each z position of the calibration plate, we note the pixels, that ”see” the aluminum plate at this position z,
and corresponding energies. From this, we infer a matrix M(p, z, θ) representing the ratio between the number
of photons seen by the pixel p coming from a position z at a diffraction angle θ, and the total number of detected
photons. The 2-dimensional projections of this matrix are shown on the figure 3 : the subfigure (a) shows the
relative diffraction intensity by pixel and z position and the subfigure (b) shows the diffraction angle depending
on pixels and z positions.
These maps show that all the detector pixels are used to image a zone along the z axis between 480 and 540 mm.
The zone between 500 and 540 mm will yield most photons, as this area corresponds to the first slit (lowest on
the figure 2), which has the biggest opening. Each pixel ”sees” a different zone, even though slight multiplexing
is present. However, the diffraction angle varies rapidly between pixels, so we can expect good spatial resolution
after reconstruction.

2.1.2 Transmission acquisition

The geometry used was exactly the same, except for the secondary collimation, which was removed, and a MultiX
ME-100TM energy-resolved detector was used instead of the Imadif detector. The X-Ray tube was operated at
160 kV and 1 mA. The transmission acquisition is used to compute the attenuation of the sample, which is used
in the reconstruction process to build the forward matrix described in the section 2.4.

2.2 Phantom

The phantom is represented schematically in (z, y) plane on figure 1 and a more detailed top view is shown figure
6. It is made of a thin plastic container filled with olive oil. A plate with cutout holes has been placed on top
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(a) (b)

Figure 3: Field of view obtained by calibration : diffraction intensity in a. u. (a) and diffraction angle in degrees
(b) per z position and per pixel p

to hold one plastic tube containing beef muscle tissue at a chosen position along the beam direction. This way,
oil occupies all the field of view along z, except one spot where the tube is placed. These positions are noted
with letters going from ”A” (closest to the source) to ”D” (closest to the detector). On the figure 1 the tube is
represented in the position ”B”. The figure 6 shows z-coordinates of each hole. During the acquisitions only one
of the holes is occupied by the tube and oil occupies all the other z-positions.
Separation between the centers of consecutive holes is 15 mm. Tube’s inner diameter measures 8 mm and its
position along x axis is centered on the X-Ray beam.
Normalized reference form factors for adipose, well-differentiated cancer12 and beef muscle13 are shown on figure
4. Olive oil has been chosen because its form factor should be close to adipose tissue and present a peak at
χ = 1.1 nm−1 as does healthy breast tissue.3 Beef muscle form factor has a fibrous peak3 (χ = 1.6 nm−1) and
imitates cancerous breast tissue’s form factor.

2.3 Experimental protocol

The oil container remained at the same position through all the experiment so that the hole ”B” was centered
in z = 500 mm. 4 diffraction acquisitions were realized for different locations of the tube with beef muscle inside
the oil container. An acquisition of olive oil without muscle has also been performed for reference. All diffraction
acquisitions lasted 10 minutes.

2.4 Data analysis

The relation between form factor F (z, χ) and measured diffracted spectrum Sdiff (p,E) is modeled as follows:

Sdiff (p,E) = R(p,E, z, χ) · F (z, χ) (2)

where p is the pixel number, E the detected energy, z the position along the beam axis and chi the momentum
transfer. The forward matrix R(p,E, z, χ) models our whole experimental setup. It converts the form factor
expressed in z, χ space into a diffracted spectrum, which is measured in p,E space. This matrix regroups the
geometry, described by the matrix M(p, z, θ), the detector response matrix and the incident X-Ray spectrum
attenuated by the sample. The geometry matrix M(p, z, θ) and the detector response matrix are both obtained
by specific calibrations. The attenuated X-Ray beam is estimated using transmission acquisitions.
Inverting the model (2) is an ill-posed problem. In order to reconstruct F from Sdiff we use a Maximum
Likelihood Expectation Maximization (MLEM) algorithm.14
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Figure 4: Normalized reference form factors of well-
differentiated cancer (red line), beef muscle (red,
dashed) and adipose (black)12,13

Figure 5: Measured form factors : oil (black) and beef
muscle (red); Reference form factors: adipose (black,
dashed) and beef muscle (red, dashed)12,13

3. RESULTS

Two-dimensional form factors F (z, χ) were reconstructed from Sdiff (p,E) and one-dimensional normalized form
factors F (χ) have been obtained by averaging the 2D reconstructions on the respective locations of beef muscle
and oil. They are presented on figure 5 along with reference form factors.12,13 As expected oil has a distinct
peak around 1.1 nm−1 and is very similar to the reference. For beef muscle measured and reference form factors
are both rather flat, compared to oil and adipose, but not very similar, which is probably due to the oil signature
smearing over the position of the tube. Still the difference between oil and beef muscle is clearly visible.
Figure 7 shows the reconstructed 2D form factors for tube positions from ”A” to ”D”. For better visualization
the form factors were corrected along z direction with the form factor of a homogeneous material (oil in this
case) in order to remove some irregularities coming from the reconstruction process.
Adipose and beef muscle peak positions at, respectively, χ = 1.1 nm−1 and χ = 1.6 nm−1 are shown by vertical
dashed lines (blue and red for adipose and beef respectively). Oil has a well-defined peak around this position.
Black dashed lines indicate a 8mm-wide zone where the tube with beef muscle was positioned. We observe a zone
with a flat form factor shifting depending on the tube position. This zone and the theoretical position of the
tube are very similar which demonstrates the spatial accuracy of our system. Olive oil and beef muscle imitate
respectively the form factors of healthy and cancerous breast tissue and these results are very encouraging for
future acquisitions and diagnosis on human breast tissue.

4. CONCLUSION

We have presented a novel diffraction geometry, which combines angle- and energy-dispersive methods, and tested
it on a 6cm-thick breast phantom. Reconstructed form factors F (z, χ) show accurate location of the 8mm-wide
tube inside the oil container for each acquisition. This demonstrates spatial resolution within centimeter range.
This is promising for future tests on human breast tissue samples.
A classification algorithm is going to be implemented in the near future for easier interpretation of the results.
Short acquisition times and deposited dose are also two important criteria for clinical imaging. An experimental
study is ongoing in order to determine the minimum dose and time, required to obtain insightful analysis.
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Figure 6: Top view (x − z plane) of the phantom. In each separate acquisition the tube with beef muscle is
located in one of the lettered holes and oil fills all the other positions.
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(a) Tube in ”A” (b) Tube in ”B”

(c) Tube in ”C” (d) Tube in ”D”

Figure 7: Reconstruction results for tube positions ”A” (a) to ”D” (d). Vertical dashed lines show the theoretical
peak positions of adipose (blue) and beef muscle (red) positions. Horizontal dashed lines delimit the real position
of the tube containing beef muscle tissue.
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